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From each G in a certain class of 4-regular edge-colored graphs we obtain a ball complex 
whose underlying space [GI is a 3-manifold and which has G as its 1-skeleton. The construction of
this ball complex B(G) is dual to the one of Crystallization Theory originated by [Pezzana, 1974] 
and [Ferri, 1976]. There a pseudo-complex K(G) is obtained from an edge-colored graph G. If 
IK(G)I is a manifold, then K(G) and B(G) are dual cellular decomposition of the same 
manifold, IGI=IK(G)I. The proof that every 3-manifold can be represented by a IGI is 
somewhat simpler than the original based on K(G): it is a direct consequence of the 
triangulation theorem [Moise, 1977]. 
We present new crystailiTations for some of the most commonly studied 3-manifolds. They 
have fewer vertices and more symmetry than previously published ones. A computer program 
was used to obtain them from bigger 3-gems and another to get symmetric drawings by using 
the algorithm in [Tutte, 1963]. A 4-parametric family of 3-manifolds which includes the lens 
spaces and Poinear6's phere is introduced. A table of the homologies of an initial segment of 
this family which exhibits its richness appears in the Appendix. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite, edge-colored graph, parallel edges allowed. A k-residue of 
G, k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  is a connected component of a subgraph of G induced by k 
color classes. Denote by v, e, b, t respectively the number of vertices (0-residues), 
edges (1-residues), 2-residues and 3-residues of G. 
A 3-gem (3-dimensional graph-encoded manifold) is a 4-regular properly 
edge-colored graph such that v + t = b. 
In a 3-gem each 2-residue is an alternately bicolored polygon and is hereafter 
called a bigon. Each 3-residue is a connected, cubic properly 3-edge colored 
graph. 
To a 3-gem G we shall associate a specific topological space I G I, such that the 
following properties hold: 
Theorem 1. IGI is a closed 3-manifold. 
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Theorem 2. For any closed 3-manifold M 3, there exists a 3-gem G such that M 3 
and IOl are homeomorphic. 
The purpose of this construction is to present a way to handle 3-manifolds via 
graph theoretical methods. The first result on this line is that of Alexander [1] 
who showed that simplicial complexes which triangulate the same closed PL- 
manifold are transformable into each other through a finite sequence of simple 
operations. 
Gems are a variation of the traditional simplicial complex approach, a very 
natural one indeed. So natural that it has been arrived at separately by Pezzana 
[30, 31] and his school, Vince [38], and the authors (as an outgrowth of the final 
considerations in [21] and [22] for the 2-dimensional case). Actually, Pezzana's 
work as continued by Cavicchioli [2-4], Ferri [9, 10], Gagliardi [14-19] and 
others developed earlier and beyond ours, in much more general terms. In 
[31, 38] it is shown how to associate a topological space IK(G)I to an n-edge 
colored graph G and how to associate to a closed PL-manifold of dimension an 
edge-colored graph G in n + 1 colors such that IK(G)I is homeomorphic to the 
original manifold. Gagliardi [15] has characterized those 4-colored graphs which 
yield 3-manifolds, and those are precisely 3-gems. 
By focusing our study on dimension 3, we have some goals. To begin with, 
3-gems are an easily identifiable class of edge-colored graphs on which some 
interest on the graph theoretical side can be developed. On the other hand, there 
is no hope of characterizing recursively which graphs yield n-manifolds for n/> 6, 
as can be deduced from [40], see [27, p. 195]. Some of the biggest mysteries of 
manifolds manifest hemselves in dimension 3. General results which hold in all 
dimensions become easier to state and to prove when the number of colors is 
four. We present hese simplified proofs whenever available. Finally the construc- 
tion of the space IG[ has a dual viewpoint from the ones of the preceding authors. 
This is responsible for a distinct flavor in some proofs. 
Sections 2 and 3 have the above analysed spirit. We draw attention to Section 4 
where a 4-parametric family of 3-gems is introduced, yielding quite interesting 
representations of well known 3-manifolds. 
2. Construction 
We recall some definitions before starting the construction of [G[. A finite 
collection of topological balls is a ball complex provided: 
(a) IKI is the disjoint union of the interiors of members of K, and 
(b) the intersection of any two members of K is a union of members of K. 
The dimension of K is max{dim BIB  ~ K}. The k-dimensional members of K 
are k-cells. It follows from standard methods that IKI is determined up to 
homeomorphism by the inclusion order of K. More precisely, if [: K ~ K' is an 
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isomorphism of partial orders of two complexes, there is a homeomorphism 
h: [KI---~[K'I such that h(B)=f (B) fo r  each B~K.  See [32]. 
The above property enables us to define IGI to be the space of a ball-complex 
B(G) which is order isomorphic to the poset of all k-residues of G with k ~<3. We 
have yet to show that such complex exists. From the triangulation theorems of 
Rado and Moise (see [28]) we extract: 
Lemma 1. A compact opological space M k is a k-manifold (k ~<3) if[ there exists 
a ball-complex K with IKI =M k, such that for each O-cell v of K the set of cells of 
K containing v and ordered by inclusion is isomorphic to the poser of the proper faces 
of a k-simplex. 
The complex of the previous lemma is the dual of a triangulation. For general k 
the condition in the lemma gives the definition of a star manifold [29]. 
Consider a 3-gem G which we conceive as a 1-complex in the usual way. Let 
each bigon span a disk in such a way as to obtain a 2-dimensional complex K 2. 
More precisely, let {Di}, i~ I, be a family of disjoint discs in 1-1 correspondence 
with the bigons. We identify the boundary of each disc Di with the corresponding 
bigon. 
If H is a 3-residue of G, there is a subcomplex of K 2 consisting of H and the 
2-cells spanned by its bigons. It follows from Lemma 1 that the space of that 
subcomplex is a closed surface whose Euler characteristic s X = bH-Vr~/2. 
A triball is a connected, cubic, 3-edge-colored graph, such that b-  v/2 = 2. 
Clearly, its surface, constructed as above, is a 2-sphere. To finish the construction 
we need the following lemma, whose proof appears right after that of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 2. A 4-edge-colored 4-regular graph is a 3-gem iff each of its 3-residues i
a triball. 
Now we finalize the construction of B(G). Let the surface of each triball of G 
bound a 3-ball, i.e., we attach 3-cells to K 2, the final result being a complex we 
call B(G). The poset of B(G)  is dearly that of residues of G, thereby justifying 
the existence of I GI as we have defined it. 
Proot o! Theorem 1. For each vertex v of G and each set A of colors there is 
exactly one [Al-residue using the colors in A which contains v. This shows that K 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 with k = 3. [] 
Remark 1. Using the dual complex K(G) in place of B(G), this theorem is 
proved in [15] and also in [17, Prop. 15ac]. 
Proof o! Theorem 2. Let K be a complex as in Lemma 1 such that IKI and M a 
are homeomorphic. Define the vertex set of G to be the set of all 4-tuples 
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(Po, Pl, P2, P3) such that each Pi is an/-cel l  of K and Po ~ P lc  p2 ~ P3. Let there be 
an edge colored i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) between two vertices if they differ only in position 
i. The poset of the residues of G is isomorphic to the dual of the barycentric 
subdivision of K. Thus, X = 0, i.e., v -e  + b -  t = 0. Since G is 4-regular, e = 2v, 
and it follows that b = v + t. [] 
Remark 2. In the context of K(G) Theorem 2 is proved in [31] also for 
dimension 3 and in [9, Cor. 8] for dimension . 
Proof o| Lemma 2. If the 3-residues of G are triballs then for each triball 
T we have br--rag2 = 2. But Y~T VT = 4V since each vertex appears in 4 distinct 
triballs. Also Y~T by -- 2b because ach bigon appears in two distinct riballs. Thus 
Y~T (br -- Vr/2) = 2b - 2v, or b = v + t. 
Conversely, if some 3-residue T' of G is not a triball, then the X of its surface is 
less than 2 and by, < vr,/2 + 2. Since for each triball T, by ~< va42 + 2, it follows that 
Y~r (br - rag2)< 2t. AZ the sum on the left is 2b -  2v we get b < v + t. [] 
Remark 3. Lemma 2 also appears in previous work [31], [17, Prop. 15ae] and [9, 
Props. 10, 16] although proofs are different. Theorems I and 2 hold for PL 
n-manifolds with connected boundary [6] and for general PL-manifolds [19]. 
As a direct consequence of the above proof we get this interesting raph 
theoretical fact: 
Corollary 1. In every 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph, v + t>~ b. [] 
3. Operations 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that there are infinitely many 3-gems 
associated to a given 3-manifold. A very important recent result is that there are 
simple moves connecting two arbitrary 3-gems representing the same 3-manifold. 
(See Theorem 4 below.) 
If A is a set of colors of a 3-gem G, an A-residue is defined to be an 
[A I-residue with color set A. The complement of A in the color set is denoted by 
fix. If y is an edge of a 3-gem, let ~1~ denote the set of colors of those edges with 
the same ends as y. The edge y is separating if their ends belong to ~lstinct 
~y-residues. The fusion of y is the process of deletion of the ends of y together 
with all the edges linking them followed by the welding of the free ends along 
edges of the same color. The resulting 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph is denoted 
by G(fus)y. See Fig. 1. In case y is separating, then it is an easy matter to 
establish using our construction that IGI and IG(fus)yl are 3-gems representing 
the same 3-manifold. See also [12]. If y is separating, the set of h edges with the 
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Fig. 1. Fusions on a 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph. 
same ends as y (y included) is called an h-dipole and the fusion of y or any 
parallel to it is a cancellation of the h-dipole. The inverse operation is named a 
creation of an h-dipole [12]. 
Each cancellation of a 1-dipole has the effect of decreasing by one the number 
of f-residues, where i is the color of the edge which defines the 1-dipole, not 
changing the number of )'-residues, for j~  i. Thus by a succession of 1-dipole 
cancellations we obtain a 3-gem with 4 tribaUs. Such a 3-gem is said to be 
contracted and is called a crystallization for the associated 3-manifold. This is a 
new proof of 
Theorem 3 ([9, 31]). Every closed 3-manifold has a crystallization. 
Two 3-gems are equivalent if one is obtainable from the other by a finite 
sequence of operations, each being either an h-bipole creation or cancellation 
with h = 1, 2. The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the main 
result of [12]. 
Theorem 4 ([12]). Two closed 3-manifolds are homeomorphic if/ any pair of 
3-gems representing them are equivalent. 
Actually this theorem is proved in a sharper form and for dosed PL n- 
manifolds. 
As the 3-gem with 2 vertices represents the 3-sphere, we can restate Poincar6's 
conjecture as: 
Conjecture 1 (PoincarCs conjecture). Let G be a 3-gem with more than 2 vertices 
representing a simply connected 3-manifold. Then G is equivalent to a 3-gem with 
fewer vertices. 
In a previous version of this work we stated as a conjecture that every 3-gem 
representing a simply connected 3-manifold would have a separating edge, 
enabling a direct reduction, or would have 2 vertices. Unfortunately, this was too 
much to hope for. In Fig. 2 we present two counter-examples. The first was 
obtained by an anonymous referee by exploring via a Heegaard iagram [34] the 
presentation [x, y I x4Y 3, x3y 2] of the trivial group. (There exists a construction to 
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Fig. 2. Digon-free crystallizations for the 3-sphere. 
go from a Heegaard iagram of a 3-manifold to a 3-gem of the same manifold 
[18]). The second was brought o our attention by Ferri, see [42, Fig. 7]. It was 
obtained by reducing a crystallization for ~3 which arises in connection with the 
counter-example of [41] for the conjecture in [40]. 
The operation of fusion can be generalized so to apply to any pair of vertices of 
a regular properly edge-colored graph: The [usion at a pair of vertices is the 
operation of deletion of the pair together with their linking edges followed by the 
welding of the free ends along edges of the same colors. Two vertices of a 3-gem 
are completely separated if any path which links them have edges of all four 
colors. This includes the case in which the vertices are in distinct components 
when there are no paths. The condition is equivalent o having the pair in 
different ~-residues, with i being any color. The fusion at a pair of completely 
separated vertices connects nicely with topological operations. Let G(fus)vw 
denote the 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph obtained by the fusion at the pair v, w. 
Theorem 5. Let v, w be completely separated vertices in a 3-gem G, ~Ix ~1 and 
~z ,  2 ~1 be the orientable and non-orientable ~2-bundle over ~1. Then, 
(a) IO(fus)vwl---lOl#~2×~ ~, if v and w are in the same connected component 
and there exists a path between them with an odd number o[ edges; 
(b) I G ( fus ) v w l = I G I #~ 2 g ~ ~, i[ there exists a path between v and w with an even 
number o[ vertices; 
(c) IO(fus)vwl ~ IG.I#IGwl, where v and w are in distinct components G,~ and 
ow. 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are given in [25]. The proof of (c) is a direct 
consequence of our construction for [G[ and [G(fus)vw[. The fact that G(fus)vw is 
a 3-gem follows from the observation that the numbers of vertices, bigons and 
triballs of G(fus)vw are, respectively, 2 less, 6 less and 4 less than those of G. [] 
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As a corollary to part (a) above, we present a simple way to get a crystallization 
for ~ lx  $2: Starting with the 3-gem with 2 vertices we add successively four pairs 
of 1-dipoles based on distinct colors. See Fig. 3. These operations produce a pair 
of completely separated vertices v and w whose fusion produces the unique 
crystallization with 8 vertices for the product of ~1 and ~2. This crystallization has 
been obtained first by Pezzana using other approaches. Of course we can use (b) 
to produce a crystallization for the non-orientable ~2 bundle over ~i: in Fig. 3 it 
suffices to effect the fusion at v and w' or v' and w. 
A useful way to obtain 3-gems for 3-manifolds which arise by identifications of 
faces of 3-polytopes is as follows: Start by obtaining the 2-gem, as in [22], of the 
boundary of the polytope. (This 2-gem is a cubic 3-edge-colored graph which is 
the 1-skeleton of the dual of the barycentric division of the polytope, and the 
coloration is given as in Theorem 2.) The original recipe to identify faces is used 
to get the edges of the fourth color as follows. The vertex (v, e, f) of the 2-gem is 
linked to vertex (v', e', f') if in the identified polytope vertices v and v', edges e 
and e', faces f and f' become the same. Let P be a polytope, P/ -  be the polytope 
after pairwise identifications of the faces of P and Gp/_ the 4-regular 4-edge- 
colored graph obtained as above. 
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Fig. 3. Obtaining a crystal l ization for S 1 x g2. 
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Theorem 6. [P/-[ is a 3-manifold iff Gel- is a 3-gem representing it. 
Proo|. IP/-[ is a 3-manifold iff the Euler characteristic of P/ -  is 0, i.e., v -+f -= 
e -+ 1. We show that this equality is equivalent to the one which defines 3-gem: 
v + t = b, where the parameters refer to the 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph 
Gels. Let the colors be named 0, 1, 2, as in Theorem 2, and 3 be the fourth color, 
as we have specified above. Let t~ be the number of i'-residues and b~ i the number 
of ij-gons (defined as bigons using colors i and j). From the construction we 
obtain various relations between these parameters. First, t 6 = v-;  the vertices of 
P/ -  are in bijective correspondence with the 0-residues of Gp/_. The equalities 
ti = e -= b23/2 follow because the edge set and the set of i-residues of the two 
objects are in bijective correspondence; moreover each i-residue is the 1- 
skeleton of a prism having two 23-gons as bases. Similarly, t~= f -= bol/2: each 
2-residue is also a prism having two 01-gons as bases. Our construction also 
implies that every 02-gon and every 03-gon has 4 edges. Thus, v = 4b02 = 4bo3. 
Finally observe that tg = 1. With these facts we get the sequence of equivalent 
identities: 
v+t=b,  
4bo2+ (19- + e- + f -  + 1) = 3bo2+ bol + b12 + b23, 
v -  + f -  + e-  + 1 = -2bo2 + (bo2 + bol) + b 12 + b23, 
v - + f -  + e-  + 1 = -2bo2 + (U/2 + 2 -- b~2) + b12 + b23, 
v-+F+e-+ l=2+2e- ,  
v-+f -= e -+ 1. 
The passage between the fourth and fifth equalities is a consequence of the fact 
that the boundary of P is a 2-sphere. To conclude the proof suppose IP/~] is a 
manifold. Working with [Gp/-I dissected by B(Gp/_) start by contracting to points 
the 3-baUs bounded by each 0-residue. In consequence, the prisms bounded by 
i-residues have their 2 bases contracted to points. Contract each of these pinched 
prisms to its medial ine. The space interior to the prisms bounded by the original 
2-residues is now bounded by a pair of 2-cells having a common boundary. 
Shrink these lens shaped 3-cells to their medial 2-ceUs. The resulting complex is 
exactly P/ - .  Since the 3-manifold has not changed we obtain that [P/-I and IGp/-[ 
are homeomorphic. [] 
Remark 3. As every closed 3-manifold arises by pairwise identifications of the 
faces of a polytope (consequence of the triangulation theorem), it follows that 
Theorem 2 can also be proved by using the more economical construction 
associated to Theorem 6. 
By using the construction to get 3-gems from 3-polytopes with pairwise 
identification of faces we have obtained, after simplifying, quite interesting 
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Fig. 4. S¢(3, 3, 2, 1), a 3-gem for the quaternion space. 
crystallizations for various 3-manifolds. Figure 4 shows a crystallization for the 
quaternion space we have obtained by twisting of ~r/2 degrees clockwise the up, 
front and right faces of a solid cube, followed by the identifications of these faces 
with their opposites. This space is also described as the space of non-orientable 
lines of the real projective plane [35, p. 205], and has, as the name indicates, the 
group of finite quaternions Qs as fundamental group. In Fig. 5 we show two 
different drawings of a crystallization for the 3-dimensional toms. (The 'full' color 
of the first should be seen in the second, and the 'dashed' color of the second in 
the first or, as is always the case, by a pair of equal letters.) The second aspect of 
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Fig. 5. Two drawings of a crysta|HTation representing S ~ × S ~ × S ~. 
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Fig. 6. A balanced (see Section 5) 3-gem for S 1 x [T2#T2]. 
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Fig. 7. The four 3-residues of the smallest known crystallization for PoincarE's pherical dodecahed- 
ron space. 
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the crystallization seems to generalize, as if indicating a way to obtain crystalliza- 
tions for Nix F, F dosed orientable surface. In fact, Fig. 6 is a crystallization for 
the next space of this form, where F is a connected sum of two Nix 5X's. The 
passage from the 3-gem directly obtained from the facial identifications to these 
crystallizations i  indeed a messy process, in the sense that all symmetry is lost. It 
is remarkable that symmetry is recovered at the end. This is better appreciated 
with the crystallization for Poincar6's homology sphere given in Fig. 7. The 3-gem 
which arises by identifying the faces of a dodecahedron [35] has 120 vertices. A 
blind computer program was used to eliminate 1- and 2-dipoles and its outcome 
was worked with the techniques described in paper [26]. The result was the 
24-vertex crystallization from which we show the four 3-residues in Fig. 7. In 
Section 5 symmetry issues are further discussed. 
Remark 4. Crystallizations for ~ lx  F (F dosed orientable surfaces) are given in 
[13]. A family (starting with Figs. 6 and 7) of crystallizations having as fundamen- 
tal group of their associated 3-manifolds the direct product of a free group in one 
generator and the group of a dosed orientable surface was obtained (and will 
appear elsewhere). It is likely that they represent ~ lx  F. If so, they would be 
smaller crystallizations for this class of 3-manifolds than the ones presented in 
[131. 
4. A 4-parametric family of 3-manifolds 
Consider the following description for the lens space Lo.q: Take a 3-cell 
bounded by two 2-cells with a polygon of p sides as common boundary. Let q be 
a number coprime with p. Identify the two faces so that an edge of its boundary is 
mapped onto the qth edge after it along the polygon. The 3-gem associated to this 
identification scheme is the canonical crystallization for the lens space Lv. q. The 
crystallization for the quaternion space shown in Fig. 4 and the canonical 
crystallizations for the /_,.q's led to the discovery of a simply parametrized and 
rieh family of crystallizations, and thus of 3-manifolds represented by them. The 
members of the family are defined by 4 integers with some simple restrictions on 
them given by Theorem 8. 
Initially we describe a 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph denoted ~e(b, l t, c). The 
vertices of this graph are the members of ;~b x Z2I. To define the edges we use four 
fixed-point-free involutions on the set of vertices: 
a( i , i )=( i+c .  ~( i - t ) , l - j+2t ) ,  
~( i , j )=( i , j - ( -1 ) J ) ,  
e ( i , j )=( i , j+( -1 ) J ) ,  
v(i, j) = (i + p~(j), 1-/), 
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where arithmetic is rood b in the first and mod 21 in the second coordinates. Also 
the arguments of tz are between 1 and 21 (they are normalized rood 21 to this 
range) and p( j )= l  if l~<]<~l , /x ( j )=- I  if l<]<~21. To define the edges of 
ST(b, l, c, t) we interpret these involutions also as colored edges: for X in 
{a, ~r, e, v} we link v and v' by an edge colored X whenever X(v) = v'. 
When c = 1 the geometrical shape of SO(b, l, t, c) can be informally described as 
follows. It consists of b ~re-gons cyclically set on the plane and numbered 
1, 2 , . . . ,  b. There are l links colored v between two adjacent 7re-gons. Given (i, ]) 
its neighbor by color a is obtained by going t edges anticlockwise around its 
~re-gon jumping to the next or previous 1re-gon by using the edge colored v and 
finally going t edges clockwise around this new ~re-gon. The generalization for 
arbitrary c is that we jump instead of one, c 7re-gons forward or backward in 
obtaining the a-neighbor of a vertex. Figure 4, which is a crystallization for the 
quaternion space, is ST(3, 3, 2, 1). 
Theorem 7. The graphs 6e(2, p, q, 1) and ST(p, 2, 1, q) with (p, q) = 1 are isomor- 
phic and represent he lens space Lp,q. 
Proof. In fact, both of them are the canonical crystallization for the lens space 
Lp.q as defined in the beginning of Section 4. [] 
Theorem 8. Let (b, c) = 1, (/, t) = 1 and l odd ~ c = (-1)'. Then 5e(b, l, t, c) is a 
crystallization for an orientable 3-manifold. 
We need two Lemmas for the proof. But first we deal with the orientability. 
Whether or not a manifold is orientable is transparent in a gem G for it. 
Theorem 9 [7, 19, 22]. The manifold [G[ is orientable i f /G  is bipartite. 
Since ~e(b, l, t, c) is bipartite, it represents an orientable manifold whenever it is 
a 3-gem. 
Lemmua 8.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 8. Then (av) l=  Id, the identity 
permutation but (av) ~ q: Id if m < I. 
Proof. We have 
av(i, j) = (i + lx(j) + c . i~(1- j - t), j + 2t) 
= 
because, in general, p~(1-k )=-~(k) .  It is a simple matter to establish by 
induction that, for n > 1, 
(av)"(i,i)= i+  (t+i+2kt)l,j+2nt .
kffiO 
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Since (l, t) = 1, the second coordinates of (av)°(i, ]), (av)t(i, ] ) , . . . ,  (av)Z-l(i, ]) 
assume all the I distinct values of the same parity as ] in the interval [1, 2/]. Thus 
(av)" '~ Id if m < l. Observe that the second coordinate of (av)z(i, ]) is ]. Its first 
coordinate is i iff 
[--1 I--1 
ix(] + 2kt)= c ~. Ix(j + t + 2kt). 
k =0 k =0 
If l is even both summands are zero. Suppose l is odd and thus c = (-1)' .  If t is 
odd the two summands differ in sign. If t is even they are equal. Therefore, the 
equality holds in every case, conclud~g the proof. [] 
Lemma 8.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 8. Then for X in {a, ~r, e, v}, t~ = 1. 
Proot. The Lemma is trivial for X = a and is implied by (b, c )= 1 for X = v. To 
prove that there is only one ¢r-residue note initially that vertex representatives for 
the av-gons can be chosen to be: (1, 1), (2, 1 ) , . . . ,  (b, 1). We show that (i, 1) and 
(i + 1, 1) are in the same ¢r-residue: 
eu(i, 1) = e(i + 1, 2/) = (i + 1, 1). 
This proves that there is a unique ~-residue. 
To prove that t~ is also one we consider two cases. First suppose l to be odd. 
Take (1, l), (2, l ) , . . . ,  (b, l) as representatives for the av-gons. Note that 1rv(i, l) = 
7r(i + 1, 1 + l) = (i + 1, l). This implies that all the representative vertices are in the 
same g-residue. Suppose now l is even and hence, t is odd. This time take 
(1, t), (2, t ) , . . . ,  (b, t) to be the representative vertices of the av-gons. We show 
that (i, t) and (i + c, t) are in the same g-residue by considering aTr(i, t): air(i, t )= 
a (i, t + 1) = (i + c, t). Since (b, c) = 1, there exists only one ~-residue. The proof of 
the Lemma is complete. [] 
Proot ot Theorem 8. Lemma 8.1 says that permutation av  has 2b cycles of size l, 
and so there are b av-gons (each with 21 edges). By construction the same is true 
for the ~re-gons. Also, the construction implies that the unique &- and ~-residues 
are triballs. Therefore b,~ + b~ + b~ = v12 + 2, b,,~ + b,~ + b~ = v/2 + 2. Since 
b,~ = b~, addition of these two equalities gives b = v +4.  By Lemma 8.2, t = 4, 
thus proving that SO(b, l, t, c) is a crystallization. Having already dealt with the 
orientabil ity, the proof is complete. [] 
In the Appendix  we give a list of the first homology groups of the spaces 
represented by the SO(b, l, c, t)'s for 3 ~< b ~ 9, 3 ~<l~ < 9. In the elaboration of this 
table we have taken advantage of the following result: 
Theorem 10. The graphs S°(b, l, t, c), SO(b, 1, 21 - t, c) and SO(b, l, 1 - t, b - c) are 
isomorphic. 
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Proof. The isomorphism between the first "and third of these graphs is in fact the 
identity. To show it first note that ~r, e, v depends only on b and I. Let ix' be the 
first involution of the third graph. By definition, ot'(i, j) = (i +(b - c ) . /x ( j -  t+ l), 
1 - j + 2t -  2/) = (i + c • (j - t), 1 - j + 2t). Observe that the latter value is exactly 
oL(i,j). 
Now we prove that (i, j) ~ /3  (i, j) = (i, 1 + l - j) is an isomorphism between the 
first and the second graphs. Let tx, ~-, e, v refer to the first graph and or', ~r', e', v' 
refer to the second. It is clear that /3 is a bijection. We have the following 
relations: 
/3v(i, j )=  /3(i 
= 1//3 
+ ~(j), l - j )=  (i + ~ (/'), l + j) = v(i, 1 + l - j )=  v/3(i, j) 
(i, j), 
/3~t (i, j) =/3(i + c .  t~( j -  t), 1 -  j + 2t) = (i + c .  v . ( j -  t), l + j -  2t) 
= a'(i, l + l - j )  = a'/3(i, j). 
Therefore, /3v = v'/3 and /3a = a'/3. Suppose now l is even. 
/3~r(i, j)=/3(i,  j -  (-1)i) = (i, 1 + l - j  + ( -  1)J) = (i, 1 +/ -  j -  ( -1) l÷~-j) 
= "a'(i, l + l - j )=  "n"/3(i, j), 
13e(i, j) =/3(i, j +(-1)  i) = (i, 1 + l - j -  ( -1)  j) = (i, 1 + l - j  + ( -1)  1+~-i 
= e(i, l + l - j) = e'/3(i, j). 
Thus if l is even, /3 is an isomorphism which preserves the ordering of the 
colors. In the case that l is odd we obtain in a similar way/3~r = e'/3 and/3e = ~r'/3. 
Therefore/3 is an isomorphism which maintains colors 0 and 3 while interchang- 
ing colors 1 and 2. [] 
An economical way to obtain the presentation of the fundamental  group of the 
3-manifold represented by a crystallization appears in [16] and is as follows. The 
generators are in 1-1 correspondence with the hk-gons and the relators with the 
i]-gons, where (h, i, j, k) is the set of colors in any ordering. Choose a sense of 
traversal for each i]-gon and for each vertex in the cyclic path write down the 
symbol for the hk-gon where it lies with an exponent of + 1 according to whether 
or not we have arrived to the vertex by using an h- or k-colored edge. The cyclic 
words so formed are the relators. (In fact any one of these can be shown to be 
redundant.) To complete the presentation, make one (arbitrary) generator equal 
to the identity. As a matter of fact we did not know of reference [16] and have 
rediscovered the above algorithm for bipartite crystallizations. After that we have 
generalized it for gems in [24] from an entirely combinatorial  point of view which 
is made possible by the main result of [12] (see Theorem 4 above). 
Appl ication of the above procedure to the crystallization of Fig. 4 gives 
*r1(1S¢(3, 3, 2, 1)1) = [x, y [ x 2= y2= (xy)2], which is precisely Qa, see [8]. Applying 
it to the three crystallizations of Fig. 8 we get ~rl([Se(3,4,1,1)l)= 
[a, bla2=b2=(ab) -21 and ~x(lS"(3,4,3,1)l)='rrdl.9'(4,3,2,1)i)=[a, bla 3=
ba=(ab)2].  Cayley color graphs [8] for these groups presentations appear 
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~(3431) 
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Fig. 8. Some crystallizations with 24-element fundamental groups. 
in Fig. 9. They were obtained by using coset enumeration with a computer 
program based on [8] and implemented at UFPE by Katz. The presentation for 
the second group permits a direct identification of it as the binary tetrahedral 
group [8]. In this way the fundamental groups of the first two spaces represented 
in Fig. 8 are the same. In a personal communication Ferri has pointed out that it 
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BINARY TETAHEDRAL GROUP: 
[A, B [A2=B2=(AB ) -2 ] [A, B [A3=B3=(AB)2 ] 
xz 3 
Fig. 9. Cayley color graphs for the fundamental groups of Fig. 8. 
follows from Seifert's article reprinted as second part of [35] that the spaces of 
fie(b, l, 1 - 1, 1) and fie(l, b, b - 1, 1) are homeomorphic.  It would be interesting to 
have a direct proof,  via the moves, that 0O(3, 4, 3, 1) and 0°(4, 3, 2, 1) are equi- 
valent. As for the group of 0O(3, 4, 1, 1), which is not directly presented in [8], we 
can show that is the direct product of 7/3 by Q8 as follows. We obtain from the 
presentation that b 3= a- tb - ta -1 .  By squaring, using that a z commutes with b 
and b 2 commutes with a, we get b 2= b-6a  -4. This relation is equivalent to the 
ones a t2= b 12= Id.  Let us introduce new generators x, y, z by means of the 
relations x = a 9, y -- b 9 and z = a 4. Note that x and z as well as y and z commute. 
Our group can be presented as 
[a, b, x, y, z [ a 2= b 2= (ab) -2, a ~2= Id, x = a 9, y = b 9, 
Z = a 4 ,  xz  = zx, yz = zy]. 
As a consequence of the above relations we get a = xz,  b = yz. By using these 
equations we can eliminate a and b to get 
[x, y, z [ x2z2= y2z2= (xyz2) -2, (xzp2 = Id, 
X = x9y  9, y = y9z9 ,  XZ = ZX, yz = Zy]  
= [x, y, z [ x 2 = y2, x2z  6 = y - lx - ly - lx -1  ' 
(XZ) t2= X8Z 9 = ySZ9 = Id,  xz  = zx, yz = zy]. 
It follows that x 4= y4= z3= Id. And the above presentation is equivalent to 
[x, y, z [ x 2= y2= (xy)2, z3= Id, xz  = zx, yz = zy], 
which is the group Z3 x Os. 
In Fig. 10 we present crystallizations 0O(5, 3, 2, 1), 0O(3, 5, 4, 1) and the crystalli- 
zation for the spherical dodecahedron space also shown in Fig. 7. The first two are 
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Fig. 10. Distinct rystallizations for the spherical dodecahedron space. 
also homology spheres and Katz's program verified that their fundamental groups 
have 120 elements. In fact, before we got Ferri's observation mentioned before, 
we have shown that they are equivalent to the third, which we name Desf. We 
came to Desf from four completely different descriptions for the spherical 
dodecahedron space: The two members of the 4-parametric family above, the 
facial identifications of a dodecahedron (as justified by Theorem 6) and from the 
Heegaard iagram of [20, p. 19]. Desf has survived many attempts of simplifications 
and is remarkably symmetrical s can be seen from its four 3-residues depicted in 
Fig. 7. Based on these facts we state 
Conjecture 1. The minimum number of vertices of a crystallization representing the 
spherical dodecahedral space is 24 and the unique to attain this minimum is Desf. 
An infinite family of homology spheres is given by 
Theorem 11. If n is odd and coprime with 3, then 5¢(n, 3, 2, 1) represents a
homology sphere. 
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Proof. The basic step of this proof depends on a nice presentat ion for the 
fundamental group of 9~(n, 3, 2, 1) given by 
7rl(lfie(n, 3, 2, 1)1) = [04, i = 1 , . . . ,  n [ 04 = 04-104+1 mod n]. 
This presentation is obtained from the 2-skeleton of the ball complex as follows: 
Retract each 3-ball bounded by a 2-sphere of an &-residue to a point, consider 
each a-colored edge as a generator and read the relations from the cyclic ordering 
of the a-edges in the a'n'-, ae -  and the av-gons. As this is a standard procedure 
to get fundamental  groups of complexes, we omit details. 
By considering two consecutive relations we get by pairwise multiplication and 
simplification: 04 • 04+3 = Id, i -- 1 , . . . ,  n. From this relation follows that, for every 
integer k, a~ -1 = ai+6k+3- Since n is odd and coprime with 3, n. is coprime with 6. 
Let r and s be integers uch that 6 r+ns  = 1, or that, 3ns = 3-6  • 3r. Let k be -3 r  
to obtain a~ -1 = ai+3n s = 04, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Therefore 04 = 04+3k for every i and k. 
By taking a k such that 3k -- I mod n, 04 = 04+3k -- 04+1, proving that all generators 
are equal. We then get that 04 = a 2, or that 04 -- Id, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. [] 
The crystallization fie(7, 3, 2, 1), the second member of this family, is shown in 
Fig. 11. The natural quest for a homotopy sphere among the I~(n, 3, 2, 1)l's was 
terminated by Sidld [36], who showed in a personal communication how to prove 
that the fundamental  groups of these are not finite (for n > 5). In fact, many 
others sub-families of homology spheres exist in the 4-parametric family. A big 
number of examples uggest he following conjecture: 
Conjecture 2. I [  b and I are odd and coprime, then [fie(b, 1, 1 - 1, 1)[ is a homology 
sphere. 
H P 
A C 
Fig. 11. 5e(7, 3, 2, 1), a homology sphere. 
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Fig. 12. A balanced crystallization for a strange 3-manifold. 
This conjecture should not be difficult to establish. In fact, from arguments in 
[ 11] a proof seems to follow. Lemos at UFPE has developed a computer program 
to obtain the homogogy groups of members of the 4-parametric family, from the 
4 integers. An interesting fact suggested by the outputs of the program is that 
Con|ecture 3. The Beta number of the space represented by crystallization 
SO(b, l, t, c) is even. 
We can show that the first homology group of [~(n, 2n, n - 1, 1)1 is 7/n-l, in the 
case that n is odd; but we could not find an example in the family which has odd 
Betti number. Consider the crystallization of Fig. 12. It was obtained in an early 
attempt o generalize the family of crystallizations having the same fundamental 
groups as ~ lx  (T2# -- -#T2). It represents a curious 3-manifold in virtue of its 
fundamental group: 
[ a, b, c [ aEb = ba 2, a2c = ca  2, cbc- ib- la = abcb-lc-t]. 
The first homology group of the manifold is then 7/3. Therefore the crystallization 
does not seem to represent a manifold in the 4-parametric family, otherwise it 
would be a counter-example to the above conjecture. Note that by taking the 
quotient of the group by the relation a = Id, we get the fundamental group of 
5 ~ x 5~#5 ~ x 51. 
Question. Is there a simple relation between the 3-manifold represented in Fig. 
12 and the connected sum of two 2-dimensional toil? 
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5. Addendum on symmetry 
On the contrary of other 3-manifold representation, the isomorphism problem 
for 3-gems is solved in polynomial time by a straightforward generalization of the 
algorithm presented in [23] which, in fact, solves the isomorphism problem for 
n-regular, n-edge-colored graphs in polynomial time (in an implicit way). The 
method permits to associate to each 4-regular 4-edge-colored graph a unique code 
for it. This code consists of a sequence of length 3v/2 of integers in the range 
1, . . . ,  v/2 (in the bipartite case). Two graphs are isomorphic iff their codes are the 
same. The algorithm has been implemented and used to get catalogues of some 
classes of crystallizations including the planar ones of [24J. In the process 
of obtaining the code for a 3-gem (or n-reg, n-edge-colored graph) we auto- 
matically find its automorphism group. By analysing these groups we find a 
singular fact, namely, the existence of special subgroups isomorphic to the Klein 
group K4. For most of the examples, the members of such a subgroup are the 
identity, an automorphism which interchanges the pairs of colors (0, 1) and (2, 3), 
another that interchanges (0, 2) and (1, 3) and a third interchanging (0, 3) and 
(1, 2). If these automorphisms have a fixed point, they are necessarily involutions 
and we can use them to get a smaller presentation of the 3-gem. This is explored 
in a forthcoming article. The gems which admit these involutory automorphisms 
forming a subgroup isomorphic to K 4 are  called balanced. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 8a 
and b, and 10, 11, 12 are balanced 3-gems. We note that Desf is not balanced, 
because the automorphisms can not be chosen to be involutions. By a result in 
[33] it is too much to expect having balanced 3-gems for every 3-manifold. 
However, when we simplify the 3-gems obtaining smaller ones the frequent 
[A,BIA2B3,ABAB-2] 
- f - 
ISOMORPHIC TO THE 
ZS-METACYCLIC GROUP (N=6) [CM] 
B[ IA 
K L 
J k___~,  K 
Fig. 13. Cavicchioli's 24-vertex crystallization with a 24-element fundamental group. 
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recovery of symmetry up to the point of obtaining isomorphic 3-residues suggests 
that every closed 3-manifold might have a 3-gem with isomorphic 3-residues 1. 
Appendix 
H~[ISC(b, l, t, c)l], 3~<b~<9, 3~</~<9, l <~t<-l, l <~c <b, 
[S°(b, l, t, c)= ~(b, l, 21 -  t, c)-~S¢(b, l, l - t ,  b-c)] 
Format: bltc (Betti number) Torsion coefls. 
3321(0)22 
3411(0)2.6 
3412(0)3 
3521(0)4 z 
3541(Hom. sphere) 
3611(0)3.9 
3612(2)(Tors. free) 
3712(0)52 
3741(0)52 
b=3 
3761(Hom. sphere) 
3811(0)4.12 
3812(0)3 
3831(0)3.9 
3832(0)3.9 
3921(0)72 
3941(0)72 
3981(0)22 
b=4 
4321(0)3 4611(0)3 z.12 4761(0)7 4833(0)2 z.16 
4411(0)22.8 4613(0) 12 4811(0)42 . 16 4921 (0)5.45 
4413(2)2 4721(0) 3.21 4813(2)4 4941(0)5.45 
4521(0)3.15 4741(0)3.21 4831(0)22.16 4981(0)9 
4541(0)5 
b=5 
5321(Horn. sphere) 5611(0)33.15 5761(Hom. sphere) 
5411(0)23.10 5612(0)5 5811(0)43.20 
5412(0)5 5613(0)5 5812(0)5 
5413(0)5 5614(0) 5 5813(0)5 
5414(0)5 5721(0) 112 5814(0)5 
5521(0) 112 5741(0) 112 5831(0)53 
5541(0)24 
b=6 
5832(0)53 
5833(0)53 
5834(0)53 
5921(0)312 
5941(0)312 
5981(Horn. sphere) 
6321(2)(Tors. free) 6611(0)3".18 6761(0)7 6835(0)3.72 
6411(0)24.12 6615(4)2 6811(0)44.24 6921(0)21.189 
6415(0) 12 6721(0)5.35 6815(0)24 6941(0)21.189 
6521(0)8.40 6741(0)5.35 6831(0)3.72 6981(2)3 
6541(0)5 
b=7 
7321(Hom. sphere) 7611(0)35.21 7761(0)26 7832(0)73 
7411(0)25.14 7612(0)7 7811(0)4s.28 7833(0)73 
7412(0)7 7613(0)7 7812(0)7 7834(0)73 
1Recently, Cavicchioli has generalized our construction f the 4-parametric family [5]. This 
generalization includes the crystalliTation f Fig. 13. Compare it with 9'(4, 3, 2, 1), shown in Figs. 8 
and 9. 
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7413(0)7 7614(0)7 7813(0)7 7835(0)73 
7414(0)7 7615(0)7 7814(0)7 7836(0)73 
7415(0)7 7616(0)7 7815(0)7 7921(0)73 
7416(0)7 7721(0) 132 7816(0)7 7941(0) 1272 
7521(0)292 7741(0)132 7831(0)73 7981(Hom. sphere) 
7541(Hom. sphere) 
b=8 
8321(0)3 8611(0)36.24 8761(0)7 8833(0)42.32 
8411 (0)26.16 8613 (0)24 8811 (0)46.32 8835 (0)42.32 
8413(2)4 8615(0)32.24 8813(6)2 8837(0)42.32 
8415(4)4 8617(0)24 8815(4)22.8 8921(0)85.765 
8417(2)4 8721(0) 3.21 8817(6)2 8941(0)85.765 
8521(0)21.105 8741(0)3.21 8831(0)42.32 8981(0)9 
8541(0)5 
b=9 
9321(0)22 9611(0)37.27 9761(Horn. sphere) 
9411(0)27.18 9612(2)3 9811 (0)47.36 
9412(0)9 9614(6)3 9812(0)9 
9414(0)2.18 9615 (2) 3 9814(0)4.36 
9415(0)9 9617(6)3 9815(0)9 
9417(0)2.18 9618(2)3 9817(0)4.36 
9418(0)9 9721(0)52 9818(0)9 
9521(0)762 9741(0) 52 9831(0)3.9.27 
9541(Hom. sphere) 
9832(0)3.9.27 
9834(0)3.9.27 
9835(0)3.9.27 
9837(0)3.9.27 
9838(0)3.9.27 
9921(0)5112 
9941(0)5112 
9981(0)28 
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